. Based on the analysis of the available records and vessel images at TARL, Perttula (2015) in almost all of the burials, along with clay pipes and arrow points in only a few of the graves. The subtle differences between two different burial groups in the number and kind of funerary offerings in the cemetery do not provide much evidence of differential status or social rank (e.g., Burden et al. 2014) , and the frequency of funerary offerings as attested to in the TARL records (see Perttula 2015) is at the low end of the scale in Titus phase cemeteries. The burials at the Keasler site appear to be those of common members of the Caddo community living in the lower part of the Little Cypress Creek basin. The range of decorated utility ware peoples in parts of the 16 th and 17 th centuries A.D. (Perttula 2015) .
Subsequent to the analysis of the available records at TARL from the Keasler site, funerary offerings from the site in the Sid Keasler collection have come to light. In July 1999, Mark Walters and Bo Nelson photo-documented the Keasler collection, which represents approximately 50 percent of the funerary offerings recovered by Red McFarland. This article summarizes the character of the funerary offerings in the collection. Walters also recorded the nearby Pine Grove site (41HS826), which may represent one habitation area associated with the use of the cemetery at the Keasler site by ancestral Caddo peoples.
Funerary Offerings
The funerary offerings in the Sid Keasler collection from the Keasler site include both ceramic and lithic artifacts. The ceramic artifacts comprise 69 vessels and portions of three ceramic pipes. The lithic artifacts
Plain Ware Vessels
Approximately 10 percent of the ceramic vessels are plain wares. These plain ware vessels include one everted rim jar (Figure 2a 
Utility Ware Vessels
There are 18 utility ware vessels in the Keasler collection from the Keasler site cemetery; this represents 26 percent of the vessel assemblage in the collection. More than 94 percent of the utility ware vessels are jars, but there is one bone-tempered brushed bottle in the collection (Figure 3a) .
In addition to the brushed bottle, there are eight everted rim jars with brushed decorations on the rim and body; these are Bullard Brushed vessels (see Figure 3b- Of the engraved carinated bowls in the Keasler collection from the Keasler site, 23 are Ripley Engraved vessels (74.2 percent), and there are also Taylor Engraved (n=4) (Figure 10a-c) , Barkman Engraved (n=1) (Figure 10d) , and Simms Engraved (n=1) (Figure 10e ) carinated bowls in the collection. Two other engraved with sideways negative SZ elements on the rim divided by brackets, and the vessel body has curvilinear hooked elements with hatched lines. The other has a series of large engraved triangle elements on the rim around the vessel (Figure 10g ). 
Ceramic Pipes
One of the ceramic pipes in the Keasler collection is the stem to a long-stemmed Red River pipe ( Figure  16 , top left). Such pipes, with long stems and small undecorated bowls, are considered to be a pipe form made by Caddo peoples across the Caddo area until the early 15 th century A.D. (Hoffman 1967) . That it is a stem sherd rather than a complete pipe suggests that this artifact may not have been a funerary offering per se, but an incidental inclusion in a Late Caddo period burial feature at the Keasler site.
The other two ceramic pipes are both decorated elbow pipes (see Figure 16 ). One is decorated on the top side with a rectangular engraved motif and a horizontal engraved line below the lip of the pipe stem, and the top). The oval "eye" motif, while not common, is present on several ceramic vessels in other East Texas Titus 
Arrow Points
The 17 arrow points among the funerary offerings are dominated by triangular Talco points (n=13), almost all of them made on local quartzite raw materials (Figure 17 , top two rows and the three on the left of the third row). Two other arrow points are smaller Maud triangular points, also on local raw materials (Figure 17 , two points on the right on the third row). There is also a single Bassett point made from a local yellowish-red chert and a quartzite Perdiz arrow point among the funerary collections from the Keasler cemetery (bottom row, left to right). The predominance of triangular arrow points in the funerary collection indicates they came from Titus phase burials postdating ca. A.D. 1550.
Celts
Mountains igneous rocks, including graywacke and siliceous shale (Figure 18 ). The celts have rounded butt ends and bifacially polished bits, and they are were in various phases of use, resharpening, and recycling when they were placed in the graves of Caddo peoples in the Keasler cemetery. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The Sid Keasler collection of funerary offerings from the Titus phase Keasler site cemetery (41HS235) was photo-documented in July 1999 by Mark Walters and Bo Nelson. These offerings were given to Mr. Keasler by Red McFarland, one of the collectors that excavated more than 30 ancestral Caddo burials from the cemetery in the 1970s. These funerary offerings from a Titus phase cemetery at its southeastern boundary in this part of the East Texas Pineywoods (see also Perttula 2015 
